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Abstract

The propulsion subsystem provides thrust for the attitude and orbit changes of the satel-

lite. It is very crucial for the satellite mission success, because the occurrences of the system

failures may cause the decline of accurate attitude control, reduction of the satellite life,

or even the failure of the mission. Mission risk analysis and assessment of the propulsion

subsystem has been a key concern in the satellite reliability. Due to the different success

criteria, configurations and the component behaviors in the different mission phases, the

propulsion subsystem is a typical phased-mission system (PMS). The traditional method of

the propulsion subsystem reliability and risk assessment depends on the static RBD model,

and neglects the PMS characteristic, so the results can not satisfy the engineering require-

ments. This paper proposes a quantitative mission risk assessment method based on the

probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) technology and use the software to get the quantitative

assessment and the order of the risk importance results.
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1. Introduction

As one of the most important subsystems in the satellites, the propulsion subsystem

provides the thrust, which will be used to change or maintain the satellite attitude or

orbit. The failures of the propulsion subsystem may cause the satellite to lose attitude

or orbit, reduce the satellite life, or even the loss of the satellite mission. So, the mission

risk assessment has been a key concern in the satellite reliability work. The propulsion

subsystem is one typical phased-mission system (PMS). Zhai et al. [19] proposed an

aggregated combination reliability model for non-repairable PMS, and Li et al. [13]

shown the reliability assessment process of multi-state PMS. Li et al. [14] gave the

reliability analysis of PMS with non-exponential and partially repairable components.

Wang er al. [17] and Wang et al. [16] analyzed the probabilistic competing failure

in PMS. The PMS is the most important characteristic of the aerospace system. The

Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) technology is developed by the NASA and used
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in most aerospace programs. Denning and Budnitz [5] gave the impact pf PRA and

severe accident research in reducing reactor risk, and Kwag et al. [11] demonstrated the

model validation method using Bayesian Network. Zhang et al. [20] gave the integrated

modeling approach of PRA method, and Lewandowski [12] proved the implementation of

condition-dependent PRA method. Zhou et al. [22] gave an improved Multi-unit nuclear

plant seismic PRA approach.The traditional quantitative mission risk assessment method

in Engineering is the reliability block diagram (RBD)model. Ahmed et al. [2] gave the

formalization of RBD, and Kaczor et al. [10] and Ding et al. [6] used RBD method to

analyze the system reliability and safety. This traditional process, where the engineers

will build the RBD model of the propulsion subsystem first, and then calculate the system

mission reliability through the components reliability data, has the following defects: a)

does not consider the multi-state feature of the system mission; b) can not give the order

of the risk importance. These problems lead some difficulties to the subsystem designers

and product assurance personnel to find the failure causes of the subsystem failures on

the orbit in time. In order to solve these problems, this paper proposes a quantitative

risk assessment method based the PMS characteristic and PRA method.

Figure 1: Propulsion subsystem block diagram.

2. Propulsion Subsystem

2.1. Structure of the system

Mandelli et al. [15] indicated that the propulsion subsystem in this paper consists

of a propulsion power unit (PPU), a main engine (Engine A), and an engine (Engine

B) in stand by redundancy, and a propellant valve for each engine, as described in

Figure 1. The propulsion subsystem has four operational modes: Start-Up, Operation,
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Non-Operation and Shut-Down. When the system is operating, the PPU provides power

to only one engine, and the other engine will be in a standby mode, which operates

until the former engine failed. When engine A fails, the strategy is to shut down the

PPU, switch the PPU to engine B, reenergize the PPU, and operate with engine B.
Azarkhail and Modarres [3] introduced that the propellant valves will open (close) to

supply (isolate) propellant flow to each engine.

2.2. Mission phases of the system

Three mission phases will be considered for the propulsion subsystem: the attitude

adjustment (AA) phase, the attitude maintenance (AM) phase, and the orbit movement

(OM) phase. In the AA phase, the mission success criterion is having only one engine
operations of the two engines due to small thrust demanded.

When the system is in the AM phase and the propulsion is not needed, the mission

requires the operational engine in the former phase to be shut down. In the last phase,

all the two engines will be needed to operate because of the large thrust requirement.

Figure 2 shows the phase divisions and the number of engines required for each phase
along with the mission time.

Figure 2: Mission phases of the propulsion subsystem.

2.3. Reliability data of the propulsion subsystem components

The system includes the components of the propellant valves, the PPU and engines.
Different failures of these components will cause different effects on the system mission.

The objective of the analysis for the propulsion subsystem is to evaluate the system risk

during the mission phases based on the components reliability data, as shown in Table

1. The failure which occurs at the specific time that an item is called upon demand to
function, and the outcome of such a failure is binary, either success or loss. The failure

is quantified by probability of occurrence/non-occurrence. The failure occurs over an

interval of time, for which the probability of failure over the length of the interval is

expressed as a point estimate.
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Table 1: Reliability data of the space propulsion subsystem components.

Components Failure Mode Failure Probability /Failure Rate Effect

Propellant Valve
Fails to Open on demand 3× 10−4(per demand) Loss of Engine

Fails to Close on demand 3× 10−4(per demand) System Failure

External Leakage 5× 10−5(per hour) System Failure

PPU Fails to Start on demand 1× 10−4(per demand) System Failure
Fails to Operate 1× 10−6(per hour)

Fails to Shut Down 1× 10−5(per hour)

Fails to Switch Engine B 2× 10−6(per demand)

Fails to Start on demand 3× 10−5(per demand)

Engine Fails to Operate 2× 10−5(per hour) Loss of Engine

Fails to Shut Down 3× 10−6(per demand)

3. Quantitative Risk Assessment Model of the System

The mission procedure of the propulsion subsystem shows that it is a typical PMS,

which is defined as a system whose mission is composed of multiple, consecutive and

non-overlapping phases. Xing and Dugan [18] analyzed the PMS configuration, success

criteria, and component failure behaviors’s changes from phase to phase. PRA is a proper

method for building the risk model of the propulsion subsystem. PRA is a comprehensive,

structured, and logical analysis method aimed at identifying and assessing reliability and

risk in complex technological systems.

Gupta and Nouri [9] analyzed this method s purpose of cost-effectively improving

safety and performance. PRA can assess the mission reliability of a complex space system

with event tree (ET) and fault tree (FT) model.

In this paper, the initial events (IE) of the system components will be analyzed and

determined first. Then the system events sequence diagrams (ESD), which used by Zhou

et al. [21] and Campean and Yildirim [4] will be built after determining the pivotal

events (PE) of each ESD. Then the IE and PE of each ESD will be quantified and

integrated through the software tool Quantitative Risk Assessment System (QRAS),

which introduced by Groen et al. [8]. As a PRA tool, it provides the capability of

modeling the hierarchical structure of the system and dividing the system operation into

phases and sub-phases. QRAS allows the aggregation of the end state results in the

system and sub-systems. This integrated environment for modeling system PRA, right

from system hierarchy to basic event level probability models, differentiates QRAS from

other available PRA tools.

3.1. Initial events of the system components

Each component of the system has multi failure modes. Some failure modes will lead

the system or the satellite mission failure, these failures modes should be considered as
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Table 2: IE of each System Component.

Component IE Failure Probability/Rate Effect

Propellant Valve External Leakage 5× 10−5(per hour) System Failure

PPU Fails to Switch Engine B 2× 10−6(per demand) System Failure

Engine Fails to Operate 2× 10−5(per hour) Loss of Engine

IEs and analyzed the sequential results. The IE of each system component is shown in

Table 2.

3.2. Pivotal events for each IE

(1) When the external leakage occurs, the control system will try to detect the failure,

and if the failure is detected, the propellant valve will be closed, and the system

mission will degrade, or the failure will lead fires in the propulsion subsystem and

the mission will be ended.

(2) When the engine A failed, the PPU will be shut down, and switch to the engine B

and reenergized again. At last, the PPU will operate with engine B. When the PPU

fails to switch to the Engine B, because of the loss of the thrust, the system mission

will fail.

(3) When the engine fails to operate, the control system will close the engine, and the

PPU will switch to the redundant engine, which will be started on demand. If the

redundant engine fails to start on demand, the system will lose all engines.

3.3. Event sequential diagrams for the system

The propulsion subsystem has three IEs, and the PEs of each IE are given above.

Define that the system has three mission result states, the mission success state, the

mission degradation state and mission failure state respectively. Then the ESDs of the

system can be described through Figure 3 to Figure 5.

3.4. Model of the quantitative mission risk assessment

The three IEs of the system components will occur in different mission phases. For

example, the “external leakage” IE will occur during any mission phase, but the “fails

to switch Engine B and fails to operate” IEs will not occur in the AM phase without

thrust requirements. The model of the quantitative mission risk assessment will be built

in accordance with the following steps:

• Create the project and build the hierarchy;

• Define the mission phases;

• Define operational time intervals (OTI) and IEs applicability;
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Figure 3: The ESD of the propellant valve IE external leakage.

Figure 4: The ESD of the PPU IE failed to switch engine B.

Figure 5: The ESD of the engine IE failed to operate.

• Create ESDs;

• Quantify IEs and PEs;

• Associate ESDs to OTIs.
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Above all, the model of the quantitative mission risk assessment will be built through

the software tool QRAS and shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: The model of the quantitative mission risk assessment for the propulsion subsystem.

4. Quantitative Risk Assessment Results

After building the model of the quantitative mission risk assessment for the propul-
sion subsystem, then the assessment and analysis can be carried out through the software

QRAS.

4.1. System level analysis

Select the propulsion subsystem at the highest level on the Master Logic panel, and

run the analysis at this level to view the results, and the occurrence probabilities for end
states of the propulsion subsystem are shown in Table 3.

The propulsion subsystem risk assessment results can be gotten from the above

end states risk assessment results. The results show that the MD end states has a
0.04108mean probability of occurring due to the logic of the ESDs and OTIs associated

with the system, and MS end states has a 24.1% mean probability of occurring due to
the logic of the ESDs and OTIs associated with the system, respectively.

Because the IEs of the propulsion subsystem are some fatal failures, so the system
MF end state probability is much higher than the others, and this result meets the

engineering practice.

4.2. Components level Analysis

Select the propellant valve, the PPU and the engine components respectively on the

Master Logic panel respectively and run the analysis at component level to view the
results, and the assessment results of the propulsion subsystem end states caused by the

system components are shown in Table 4.
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Table 3: The occurrence probabilities for end states.

End State Confidence Level Occurrence Probabilities

Mean 0.241

MS 95% 0.06432

5% 0.4323

Mean 0.0004108

MD 95% 0.001006

5% 0.0009074

Mean 0.6064

MF 95% 0.2861

5% 0.8084

Table 4: The assessment results of the propulsion subsystem end states caused by the system
components.

Component End State Mean Occurrence Probabilities

Valve
MD 0.0001028

MF 0.6052

PPU MF 0.002393

MS 0.241

Engine MF 0.0006171

MD 0.0003079

The propellant valve is the main component which causes the propulsion subsystem

to fail based on the results above, and some design improvement actions can be suggested

to the propellant valve to reduce the risk.

5. Conclusions and Future Works

This paper uses the PRA technology to quantitatively assess the propulsion subsys-

tem mission risk. Although PRA is widely used to assess the complex system mission

risk, but it is difficult to model and analyze some special characteristics of the propulsion

subsystem, such as cold spare (CSP) engine in the propulsion subsystem. It is necessary

to use some new methods to solve this problem. There are two frequently-used methods
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in Engineering, dynamic fault tree (DFT) method and Bayesian networks (BNs) method

respectively.

The traditional FT method normally useful for the static system reliability, can

not analyze the dynamic characteristics of the system. In order to solve this problem,

Abdo and Flaus [1] introduced the DFT method by adding sequential notion through

introducing the dynamic gates to the traditional FT method. Therefore, the system

failures can then depend on the orders of component failures as well as combinations.

DurgaRao and Gopika [7] shown the modeling power of DFT, which gained the attention

of many reliability engineers working on safety critical systems.

BNs are increasingly used for various areas of the complex system reliability models,

risk management, and safety analysis based on probabilistic and uncertain knowledge.

BNs takes advantage of the “d-separation” criterion and the chain rule to perform quan-

titative analysis. Zitrou et al. [23] demonstrated that based on d-separation criteria, all

root nodes are conditionally independent and the other nodes are conditionally depen-

dent on only their direct parents.

In the future works, the DFT and BNs methods will be used to model and quantify

the pivotal events, which describe the redundancy features, operation sequence dependen-

cies, and relevant failure properties of some components. At last, analyze and aggregate

the components and scenarios risk in all the phases through the uncertainty analysis and

Monte Carlo simulation to give the complex system mission risk analysis result.
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